contained jogs large enough to be resolvede Figure 12 shows such joga in an area ~mere tvro 90° slip bands have intersectedJ large jogs 'Here, however, not uniquely associated with intersections since so:me were also oboerved in areas away from slip 1xmd intersections.
..
brolw up in·to rmm of cma.ll l'r:l.snuJ.tic loo:pG. Figure 13 showl-J o. slip band within which this had occurred i.n a oamplc deformed o. t 1200° C.
'.This phenomenon has been obnerved previou.sly by Wv.shbu .
• UCRL-10354 (Rev.) -10-stresses .appt:,::nre> to be only 2 or 3 inctead of 50o 'l"'herefore, at the higher cleform2tion ter.1pero.tureo it becomes increasingly possible for dislocations of l:l.lw sign to avoid each other by croos-slip e.nd for dislocations of oppooite oign to glide toge~1er and annihilate. Cros~ slip of dislocations in order to by-paso others of like sign has been directly observed in thin fo1Js.
2 In these observations the temperature during the motion wn.s not kncrw:n exactly but it was probably in excess ot l000°C due to heating by the electron beam$ Since jogs must glide on {100) in ·~e sodium chloride structure, the critical stress to move dislocations on (100) is directly related to jog mobilityo
The fact that the decrease in density of pairs within the slip bands is paralleled within the same temperature range by the decrease 1ri flow stress, is consistent with the hYJ?othesie that widening of a ~lip band depends on the formation of a widely spaced pair.
The mechanism of pair fo~1ation in l4g0 has been described previously .. T, 3 Bl"iefly 1 a dislocation pair will be formed when a moving screw dislocation develops a jog large enough to pin it at a point.
When a acrew dislocation becomes pinned in this manner a plus-minus edge dislocation pair will be fornJ.ed when the unpinned arms on either side of the jog move forward. If the unpinned arms are on slip ple.nes far enough apart, they will pass over each other and act as a dislocation mill. If they a.re on slip planes close together they cannot pass and a relatively stable pair will be formed. 'l'he critical sepa.-ration, h 1 of the slip planes is given by:
where G is the shea.r modulus 1 b is the Burgers vector 1 v is Poisson 1 s ratio, a.nd -r is the applied shear stress. It can be seen frcm1 this ··11-UCRL-10354 (Rev.) the applied EJhear GtreGs necessary to caUGe flO'Iv dccren.ces with increasing temperature, the maxilllUlfl stable pa.ir size increu.seso 'I'he maximum se:puration that \tao observed approached, out never exceeded, this calcula.ted value. For ·t;he }:XJ.irs in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 
